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Abstract 

Sufficient thermochemical data is now available to permit the computation of the precipi- 
tation conditions for TiN, MgO, MgS, and Al,O, in a range of superalloy compositions. These 
computations have been carried out for a number of example cases, taking into account the 
segregation which takes place on freezing. The results have been used to illustrate the inclusion 
populations which might be expected when processing the alloys by various melting methods. 
The importance of composition and temperature in controlling the inclusion population is dem- 
onstrated in relation to the appropriate saturation solubilities. Using this data, optimum con- 
centrations of 0, N and S required to eliminate the problem of clustered inclusions have been 
suggested. The possibility of making alloys without any inclusions in the solid has also been 
assessed. It has been concluded that the composition requirements for “zero inclusion” wrought 
super-alloys are within the capability of present commercial techniques. It has also been confirmed 
that the method of inclusion assessment by EB button melting is valid for oxide inclusions in 
superalloys, provided that it is carried out with sufficiently low superheat, but it is not a satisfactory 
method for collecting an assessing TIN inclusions. 
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Introduction 

Most superalloy compositions contain sufficient reactive metal content that the solubility 
product of inclusions is extremely small. In consequence, at normal process temperatures, there 
is a dispersion of oxides and nitrides in equilibrium with the liquid metal together with the random 
occurrence of exogenous oxide inclusions, characteristic of metal processed in ceramic containers. 
The introduction into the industrial sequence of ceramic-less melting and casting has the potential 
to eliminate the exogenous inclusion problem. However, given the trend towards designing at 
the limit of the fracture properties of the material, the possible agglomeration of indigenous 
inclusions to give a defect of critical size becomes a significant problem. In alloys with a lower 
content of reactive elements (stainless steels and maraging steels), it has been demonstrated that 
nitrogen and oxygen levels can be achieved by electron beam melting which will not precipitate 
any inclusions at temperatures above the solidus since they do not exceed the solubility product 
of the relevant compounds even when accounting for the level of interdendritic segregation found 
in commercial ingots1 1,2]. This “zero inclusion” technique can in principle be applied to 
superalloys, but their composition requirements will correspond to amounts of oxygen and 
nitrogen which are lower by a factor which depends on the reactive element content. It is the 
purpose of this study to suggest the limits of this composition requirement in relation to oxygen, 
sulphur and nitrogen in typical superalloys, given the processing conditions found in the remelting 
processes. In the context of these estimations, carbides are not considered to be inclusions since 
their solubility products are sufficiently high that they do not occur as solid particles in the alloys 
above the liquidus temperature. 

Solubilitv Products 

Thermochemical Considerations 

The solubility product of titanium nitride in a superalloy may be defined as 
I& = [wt%Ti x f.,.,].[wt%N x fN] . ..( 1) 

for the reaction 
TIN (s) = [Ti] + [N] . ..(2) 

where fi is the Henrian activity coefficient of component i. For practical purposes, in this work, 
the product of the activity coefficients has been included in the solubility product constant, which 
is hence re-defined as 

KS’ = [wt%Ti][wt%N] . ..(3) 
Equation (2) has a temperature dependence such that the equilibrium moves to the right with 
increasing temperature. It also has a composition dependence, controlled by the analytical content 
of Ti and N and by their activity coefficients. Apart from titanium and nitrogen, chromium has 
also been found[3] to exert a strong influence through the activity coefficient of nitrogen, a factor 
which has been noted frequently in a wide range of chromium-containing steels[4]-[6]. 

A&O, (s) = 2[Al] + 3[0] . ..(4) 
Solubility products for the oxides (more familiar as “deoxidation constants” in the steel 

industry) may be derived in the same manner and follow generally the same relation to temperature 
and composition in the various alloys as do the nitrides, with the exception that the Al - Al 
interaction is quite strong in this system and so the relationship shows the same inversion with 
increasing Al content as do the deoxidation relationships in steels. Using the data of Samuels- 
son[7], the saturation solubility of alumina in IN718 can be calculated on the basis of Equation 
(4), as shown in Figure 1. The saturation at the liquidus temperature of IN718 is not negligible 
in comparison to the oxygen content found in commercial alloys (5 - 10 ppm 0), and so we would 
anticipate that some of this content would be in solution at the point where freezing begins. For 
example, at 134O”C, an alloy with 5 ppm total oxygen content would have 2.8 ppm present as 
precipitated alumina and 2.2 ppm as oxygen in solution assuming that the oxide/alloy system had 
attained chemical equilibrium. The value computed for the precipitated oxide content is 
remarkably close to that found for this alloy when measured by the electron-beam button melting 
technique (e.g. reference 8, Table IV). The most interesting feature of this examination, observed 
in Figure 1, is that the solubility of alumina will increase as aluminium segregation takes place 
during freezing and cooling, since the self-interaction parameter of aluminium overrides the effect 
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0.1 

Figure 1 - Solubility product of alumina in IN7 18, using the data of Samuelsson[ 71. 

Weight Percent [Al] 

Figure 2 - Precipitation structure of a “carbo-nitride” in IN7 18, showing an MgO.Al,O, 
core (note the hexagonal faceting) surrounded by TIN, which acted as the nucleant 
for a primary MC carbide (lighter-coloured coating on the TIN crystal). 
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of temperature on the solubility. The system will therefore not precipitate alumina in the 
liquid/solid zone. This is confirmed by the observation from experiment that neither carbides nor 
nitrides, which have precipitated in this region, contain alumina as the nucleating core. 

In most wrought superalloys, the content of Mg is sufficiently high that it also forms oxide 
precipitates, as confirmed by a number of observations including; MgO cores in both oxide and 
nitride inclusions, and both isolated MgO and MgO.Al,O, particles in the commercial alloy[8]. 
The solubility product of MgO is extremely small and the situation is further confused by the 
possibility of the precipitation of MgS inclusions. Computation of the MgS solubility product in 
a typical alloy composition using the data of Samuelsson[T-/I, indicates that precipitation can take 
place only during solidification for the ranges of Mg and S found commercially. The observation 
of inclusions is hence complicated by segregation on freezing. 

Basedon thermodynamics[7] alone, MgO should be present as an equilibrium phase mainly 
in the form of MgO.Al,O, at processing temperatures. It is highly likely, therefore, that the 
observed MgO particles are formed at very high local Mg concentrations during alloy addition 
(or are already present as MgO in the master alloy) and have not subsequently redissolved. Overall, 
at Mg contents in the range of 20 - 30 ppm, a very small proportion of the Mg will be present as 
precipitated oxide at the liquidus temperature leaving most of it available for other reactions as 
solidification proceeds. Since the Mg-0-MgO system has the same characteristics as the Al-O- 
A&O, system, it might be expected that no MgO would precipitate during freezing. However, 
since the activity of Mg in the alloys is much lower than that of Al, the opposite behaviour arises 
with cooling and segregation, in that, MgO would become more stable as solidification proceeds. 
An elementary mass balance, however, shows that this effect would be submerged by the much 
higher concentrations of aluminium present and we would not expect to observe any significant 
further precipitation of MgO during freezing. This is supported by the fact that smaller particles 
of TIN, precipitated close to the eutectic temperature, do not have cores of oxide particles of either 
MgO or alumina. 

Effects of Segregation on TIN Preciuitation 
A notable characteristic of the superalloys is the extent to which they segregate on freezing. 

The solidification sequence is invariably complex[9] and the elements which are involved in 
inclusion precipitation reactions can be present at concentrations greatly enhanced over the bulk 
concentration. Hence, it is necessary to take into account not only the intrinsic temperature 
dependence of the solubility product but also the change in element concentration in the inter- 
dendritic liquid when estimating the extent of precipitation. This effect leads to a distinct duality 
in the inclusion population; those which have been precipitated on cooling in the liquid from the 
bulk composition, and those which have precipitated interdendritically as a result of segregation 
and cooling. The effect may been seen most clearly in the case of IN7 18 and its population of 
TiN inclusions[3]. The solubility of N in IN7 18 at 1700K, as determine from the solubility product 
of TiN, is approximately 38ppm N, which implies that in the typical wrought commercial alloy 
at 60 ppm N, approximately l/3 of the total N content will be present at that temperature as solid 
TIN particles in the liquid. The implications of this finding in relation to the efficacity of filtering 
techniques has been previously discussed[lO]. Experimental work indicates that most of the 
remainder is precipitated between the liquidus and solidus, with approximately 1 ppm N in solution 
at the end of freezing and available for precipitation in the solid state. Whilst the precipitation 
during freezing will not result in the large agglomerations of inclusions constituting critical flaws 
in the alloy[3], it probably has a significant influence on the nucleation and growth of primary 
MC carbides, and hence on their size distribution, since the fraction of the latter which nucleate 
above the final eutectic temperature invariably grow with a TIN core as shown in Figure 2. 

The precipitation arising from segregation is given by combining the relationships governing 
the temperature dependence of the solubility product and the temperature dependence of com- 
position. The latter is simply described by the Scheil equation [ 1 I] 

c, = C,(l -s,)“-’ .s 

provided the relation between the fraction solidified and temperature during freezing and the 
segregation behaviour of the constituent elements are known. The precipitation effect in relation 
to solidification segregation has been analyzed in detail for alumina in stainless steels and 
Maraging steels[ 1,2]. 
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Figure 3 shows the results of this calculation in IN718 and demonstrates that at the point 
of initiation of primary carbide precipitation (1280 to 1290”C), the titanium concentration has 
risen to 4 wt%. Assuming that no additional correction is necessary for nitrogen segregation, it 
is clear that the combination of temperature and segregation makes TIN very insoluble, reducing 
the solution nitrogen to the range of 1 - 2 ppm N. The equilibrium saturated solution at the liquidus 
point would therefore precipitate almost all of its nitrogen content before the carbide precipitation 
takes place. This is demonstrated by the fact that the large primary carbides have a nucleating 
core of TIN. It is important to realize, that not all of the TIN particles have a carbide envelope 
since they can be incorporated in the growth of the gamma dendrite before the temperature has 
fallen to the point of nucleating carbides. 

5 .O 

1.8 

Figure 3 - Temperature dependence of interdentric segregation of titanium and fraction 
solidified in IN7 18. 

Segregation Effects on MrrS Preciuitation. 

The precipitation of MgS presents an interesting case in commercial superalloy composi- 
tions, since, as indicted previously Mg and S, are at concentrations which clearly represent a 
complete solution at the temperatures normally found in the liquid during remelting processes. 
Therefore, inclusions of MgS in the solid would expect to be found only during freezing in the 
interdendritic structure and never in dendrite core regions or in samples quenched from the liquid. 

To verify this, a series of IN7 18 samples, with compositions shown in Table I, were prepared 
by laboratory vacuum induction melting followed by directional solidification, under the thermal 
conditions computed to exist at the centreline of a 500mm dia VAR ingot made under typical 
commercial operating conditions (Local Solidification Time = 800 sec.). The experimental 
conditions and VAR model have been described previously[ 121. The samples were examined by 
both optical and electron optics techniques (SEM/EPMA) after surface preparation using non- 
aqueous media and additional precautions to prevent the hydrolytic decomposition of either MgS 
or CaS inclusions. An example of the structure found for sample T60 is shown in Figure 4. No 
CaS or other sulphide compositions were observed. The photomicrographs reveal that the sulphide 
inclusions are clearly in the last volume to be precipitated on freezing and that none of the inclusions 
were found in an intra-dendritic position. With regard to the effect of composition, examination 
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of sample T270 revealed only the occasional MgS precipitate, whereas in sample T420, they were 
absence. Since the freezing (and hence the segregation) conditions examined were the “worst- 
case” representing the centreline of a commercial ingot the following criterion for the presence 
of MgS primary precipitates in IN7 18 can be established: for an Mg content of 30 ppm; S must 
be less than 25 ppm. 

Table I 
Sample Chemistry 

Sample # 

Blank <l 

T60 107 

T210 54 
T240 41 

T270 27 
T420 9 

m 
(w-4 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

40 

CPFk 
20 

10 

<lO 

<lO 

20 

10 

N 
(PPm) 

14 

14 

12 

12 

13 
14 

Imnlications for Suuerallov Processing. 
The present goal of conventional superalloy melting processes is to produce an alloy which 

has no content of exogenous inclusions. This objective addresses the concerns of the user in 
regard to the predictability of fracture and fatigue behaviour, summarized by studies such as those 
by Pineaull31. The basic problem faced by the user and producer alike is that of assessing from 
routine analysis when this situation has in fact been attained. The correlation between properties 
and bulk chemical composition is, as expected, quite poor at low impurity contents and is found 
to be process dependent. It is important, therefore, that the role of the process in inclusion removal 
be understood. 

Table II 
Saturation Solubility of TiN in IN718 

T 

(K) 
PN, 

(atm) 
Saturation [Nl 

(pun4 

1700 4.8 x 1U5 39 
1800 4.0 x 1o‘4 112 

1900 2.7 x 10.” 290 

2000 1.2 x 1o-2 620 

Removal of TIN - The saturation solubility relationships for titanium nitride as a function of 
temperature, lead to the values for P,V, and 1N 1 presented in Table II. It is clear from this data, that 
if the alloy is processed at an elevated temperature, nitrogen will go into solution and subsequently 
be re-precipitated at a lower temperature during cooling and solidification. Regardless of the 
chosen route for removal of TiN, it is essential to use the minimum temperature possible. One 
possible advantage of electron beam is that the temperature of the molten pool as a whole may 
be kept low while the incident temperature under the beam target is extremely high. Since the 
vacuum decomposition of TiN floating on the surface will be much faster than its decomposition 
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by diffusion into the liquid, it is likely that TiN particles intercepted by the direct beam will be 
volatilized to contribute to the overall loss of TiN by the various possible physical removal 
mechanisms. 

The TiN inclusion content in the liquid alloy will become zero when the nitrogen content 
is less than the saturation solubility of TiN - e.g. 38 ppm N in the case of IN718 at 1700K. A 
threshold value for nitrogen might be established, but it is not yet clear how this value should be 
defined, since several other factors must be taken into account. Given the rather coarse dendritic 
nature of solidification in superalloy ingots and the evident extent of interdendritic flow, it may 
not be possible to eliminate inclusion agglomeration merely by eliminating TiN particles at the 
liquidus temperature, since they will continue to form in the interdendritic region and could 
possibly agglomerate in the liquid flows of that region. Owing to the lower density of TiN relative 
to that of liquid IN718, buoyancy forces may also play a role in agglomeration allowing TiN 
inclusions to escape the solidifying matrix. However, no evidence has yet been found to either 
support or disprove this hypothesis. 

From a processing standpoint, once all of the TIN has been removed from the liquid, a 
different regime of nitrogen removal is entered - desorption of N2 from the free metal surface. 
This has been shown by numerous workers to be a very slow process, even in alloys with a low 
oxygen potential[l4]. In addition, the partial pressure requirements are also severe. As can be 
seen from the data presented in Table III, in order to fulfill the requirements of the absence of 
TiN during freezing the alloy would have to be processed at a temperature close to the liquidus 
under a vacuum of better than 1 micron partial pressure of nitrogen (a higher process temperature 
would require a correspondingly lower nitrogen partial pressure to achieve the same result). This 
range of pressure is lower than that commonly found in melting for wrought applications, but is 
well within the design capability of conventional vacuum systems for both VIM and EB. It is 
interesting to note that the values given in Table III correspond very well to the limiting values 
found in small scale experiments[ 151 in which high-purity argon gas was bubbled through IN7 18 
at 1450°C in a 5Kg VIM furnace at an ambient pressure of 10m5 atm. The concentration found 
was 7 - 8 ppm N, and although the actual nitrogen partial pressure in the argon gas was not given 
a typical value for a highly-purified laboratory gas would be lppm Nz, or approximately 1 x lob 
atm, in agreement with that calculated. 

Table III 
Relationship Between Nitrogen Partial Pressure 

and 
Nitrogen Solution Concentration in IN718 at 1700K 

INI 
(at@ 

4.8 x 1O-5 

1.9 x 1o-5 

3.2 x 1O-6 
7.9 x 1o-7 

(PPm) 
39 

25 

10 
5 

Perhaps a more pragmatic approach to melt processing would be to restrict the nitrogen 
content to one which will prevent TIN precipitation until quite late in the solidification scheme - 
for example, until the point of primary carbide nucleation. Following the derivations of the 
segregation scheme outlined above, this level would be in the region of 1 - 2 ppm, which implies 
that we could retain the nucleating effect of the nitride but avoid any agglomeration if the nitrogen 
content is lower than 4 - 5 ppm, giving the first appearance of nitrides at a temperature slightly 
above that of the primary carbide nucleation point. 
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The temperature gradients observed in the VAR melting of IN7 18 are also of interest in the 
nitride process path. Values computed for typical melting conditions indicate that the maximum 
temperatures in the process are approximately 1700K. In the best condition of metal being fed 
from the electrode into the pool, the process can be expected to have the potential for removing 
TIN inclusions down to the saturation solubility at 1700K - i.e. 39 ppm N. The solid inclusions 
would be swept to the ingot periphery by metal flow and become trapped at that point (accounting 
for the elevated levels of nitrogen found in the ingot surfaces of both VAR and ESR ingots). This 
mechanism, however, would not eliminate the possibility of TiN agglomerations in the ingot since 
the same metal flows could also sweep the TIN collections into the body of the ingot. The ambient 
vacuum in the VAR furnace does not provide a low enough partial pressure of nitrogen to reduce 
the content significantly below 39 ppm N at 1700K, and so, even if the kinetics of de- 
nitrogenization would permit the reaction to go to completion the ingot would still not be in the 
desired range of composition. 

Removal of Oxides - From the analysis present earlier, it is evident that almost all of the analytical 
oxygen content is contained in either exogenous inclusions or in precipitated alumina inclusions 
in the liquid. If an oxygen content less than this latter value is achieved at the liquidus temperature, 
then no further oxide inclusions will precipitate during freezing. Thus, in a relatively straight 
forward manner, it is possible to establish a threshold value for oxygen content, below which 
oxide inclusions will not be present in the product. 

Inclusions Assessment - The method of inclusion assessment by electron-beam button melting 
can be examined in the same way. The temperature profiles in an 8 cm diameter EB button, being 
heated with a 10 kW beam, following a 6 cm diameter circular path, were calculated using an 
FEM model and the results revealed that the centre portion of the button has only a thin liquid 
layer and so would collect TIN inclusions falling into this region in a quantity corresponding to 
the saturation solubility at the liquidus - i.e. approximately 25ppm N. Any TIN particles 
encountering the higher temperatures would dissolve, and given the duration of the test, it is 
unlikely that particles precipitated on cooling would float to the surface in the time available. In 
contrast, if the test is carried out incorrectly, with the beam following a circular path of 3 cm 
diameter, then based on the predicted temperature profiles probably no TiN collection would take 
place since it would all dissolve. Therefore, for a successful test it is necessary to programme 
the electron beam carefully (as has been noted in many practical descriptions of the method). For 
the case of assessing the oxide inclusion content, the arguments presented earlier conclude that 
no further precipitation of oxide inclusions will occur during freezing, and therefore, the EB button 
test will reveal all of the oxides present in the original alloy. It should also be noted that the 
inclusions collected are not floated from the body of the melt, but rather are those which were 
rejected by surface tension and remain on the surface until they are pushed to the centre in the 
last material to solidify. 

In addition to beam path, the ambient vacuum conditions in the normal EB button test are 
of importance since a balance must be achieved between avoiding contamination by oxygen, at 
the very low levels of oxide inclusions encountered, and avoiding decomposition of the nitride 
inclusions. The best solution to this dilemma is probably to ensure that the system is extremely 
leak-tight and operate at pressure levels not below 10 microns in the melting chamber. 

Table IV 
Zero Inclusion Composition in ppm for IN718 

S Mg N 0 

2 5 5 2 

The “Zero Inclusion” Goal - Based on the above data, it is possible to define the conditions for 
the “zero inclusion” objective. It will be necessary to process the alloy so that all exogenous 
inclusions have been removed; by for example, EB hearth melting; by adjusting the sulphur and 
magnesium contents to a level less than the solid solubility of MgS; and, by lowering the nitrogen 
content to a value which is equal to the solubility product of TIN at the precipitation temperature 
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of the primary carbides. Under these conditions, the solid alloy will contain no particles which 
are not assessable by random sampling and optical metallography. The mechanical properties of 
the alloy would therefore meet the desired design target of uniform and predictable behaviour in 
service. In the example case of IN718, the composition limits, presented in Table IV, appear 
reasonably achievable. For alloys with different contents of Al and Ti the values will be changed 
to maintain the appropriate relationships to the solubility products, but within the normal range 
of gamma-prime alloys the resulting compositions are within the expectations of modern pro- 
cessing. 

Conclusions 

An examination of the solubility relationships of inclusion-forming material in the 
gamma-prime superalloys shows that the “zero inclusion” goal can be attained with processing 
techniques available to the industry at present. Such processing will need scrupulous attention 
to the chemical thermal requirements of the technique, but does not require any in-principle 
development of new technology, It is to be anticipated that the alloys made following these rules 
will permit the designer a very considerable extra advantage in application. It has also been 
concluded that the electron-beam button test method for the assessment of oxide inclusions is 
valid if the button can be formed with negligible superheat, but it is not a satisfactory way to 
collect and assess nitride inclusions. 
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